PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Name

Bedepuszta: building an event village

Summary

Only one hour from Budapest, in a green valley at the end of a dead end road, we
are turning a ghost village into an international tourist destination annex event
location and artist residence.

Start date
End date
Location
Country
Region
Language
Min age
Max age
Accessibility
Number of
volunteers
Number of male
volunteers
Number of female
volunteers
Total number of
national
volunteers
Vegetarian
Partner

25/09/2017
01/10/2017
Bedepuszta, Kisbarkany
Hungary
Nograd County
English
20
40
No facilities for disabled
8

Work

Accommodation
and food

Location and
leisure

Requirements
Airport

4-6
4-6
Minimum 1

Yes
We are a Dutch-Hungarian organisation internationally active in festivals, the
Bedepuszta project is our livework. We want to involve people in this project not
only for their working abilities but also for their ideas.
https://www.facebook.com/bedepuszta/
The team will work on smaller tasks like the repairing of furniture, painting and
interior design and outdoor on gardening, building and the construction of walking
paths. Additionally also artists (drawing, painting) are welcome. Bedepuszta will
start in 2018. The working team is expected to help us a few steps in the last miles
towards the opening.
The team stays in a large house with two seperate showers, two toilets, a livingroom
with balcony, a diningroom, a kitchen and two dormitories with plenty of beds.
Some days food will be cooked, other days we do the shopping on the team's
request, so that the tram can cook themselves.
Bedepuszta has a recreational area with a bar, a swimming pool, a pavillion, a game
house, a multifunctional room and workshop areas. Also, there's a camping and 14
houses for accommodation. The distance to Budapest is 95 km, busses to Budapest
go every hour from the nearby Buddhist temple. The surrounding area conssts of
woody hills and slmall villages, a hreat place for prople who like walking distances.
Letter of motivation is required
Ferenc Liszt Budapest airport. (105 km)

Train/bus station
Note

Kisbarkany (2km)
The bus from and to Budapest goes every hour from 6am till 8pm from Tar. We will
bring you to and pick you up from the buss stop. Bedepuszta will develop a lot the
next years. We hope that some of the team will come back in the future and stay
involved .

